Helping clients profit from
university intellectual property

Turn our global
university
IP network
into your
personal R&D
department
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Every company that wants to get to the top or stay there knows
that capturing and commercializing the right IP is a key to
success. To meet this demand, Tekcapital has built the world’s
largest network of university innovators. We can rapidly find
and acquire the innovations your company needs to obtain a
competitive edge.
Let Tekcapital do the heavy lifting, and find the most
cutting-edge, relevant technologies for your business. Our
unparalleled Invention Discovery Network links you to over
4,000 of the world’s leading research institutions, and
captures all of their IP available for aquisition.
With Tekcapital as your tech transfer partner, you will
benefit from a vibrant stream of fresh IP, screened for
saliency by our panel of expert scientific advisers. As soon as a
relevant technology is developed, we can inform you, analyze its
potential and when appropriate execute a licensing agreement.
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Disruptive
innovation is
our status quo
The quickening pace of innovation means that in-house research
departments are pushed to their limit more than ever. Statistically,
it is no longer plausible to consistently produce groundbreaking
discoveries using internal efforts alone.
For organizations of every size, the need for open innovation has
never been greater. Use Tekcapital’s Invention Discovery Network
combined with our suite of technology transfer services to gain a
competitive edge. Acquiring disruptive innovation is our business,
and it feels good to bring new discoveries to market.
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Tekcapital
is your guide
for informed
technology
investments
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Already acquired or developed a
promising technology? Our
Invention Evaluator division
delivers in-depth analysis
reports that inform you of the
commercial potential of any new
innovation. Get a quick,
unbiased assessment of the
technological merits, IP position
and market landscape of new
innovations before you invest.

Invention Evaluator reports
identify potential licensing and
commercialization partners, as
well as regulatory hurdles. They
help you turn a bright idea into a
profitable investment, and save
resources that might be misspent
on low-potential projects.

To assess the commercial potential
of your technology please visit
inventionevaluator.com
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When you need
to expand your
in-house team…
Our Vortechs Group division is the most recognized name in tech
transfer placement. Not only can we find experienced, capable professionals
to join your team, we can also augment your existing licensing team with our
efficient commercialization practices. Let’s join forces to help bring your best
innovations to market.

To recruit the world’s best
tech transfer professionals
please visit
vortechsgroup.com
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A solid
formula for
success
All of our technology transfer services have one goal
in mind - making your organization the most innovative in its industry. Our proprietary Invention Discovery
Network is the leading university technology tracker
of its magnitude in the world. Our Invention Evaluator
reports offer unmatched value in assessing the market
potential of new technologies.
Vortechs Group, our placement division, provides
world-class technology transfer recruitment services.
Our comprehensive tech transfer business provides
a pipeline of qualified acquisition and in-licensing
opportunities at the lowest possible cost. We are
also prepared to invest with you in any technology
acquisition opportunity we present. Annually we
license dozens of new university technologies.
Working together we can help your organization profit
from university intellectual property.
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Tekcapital
“Tekcapital has a unique and beneficial business which helps
companies of all sizes find and acquire university discoveries to
create market value. We have found their offering to be well-received
by our listed companies that have tried the service.”
-Paul Dorfman, Managing Director, NYSE Euronext
Invention Evaluator
“A lot of hard work goes into each report. It’s great value for money.”
-Binfeng Zhang, University of Sydney
“What you do is disruptively high quality at a value no one else has
been able to touch.”
-Jeff Amerine, University of Arkansas
Vortechs Group
“It’s extremely important to not make mistakes with hiring. I trust the
Vortechs Group team to find key employees for us. They will continue
to be one of our most valued resources.”
–CEO, Caster Ventures, Inc.
“Duke University selected Vortechs Group in the fall of 2015 to
conduct our search for an Executive Director of the Office of
Licensing and Ventures, which concluded very successfully in early
2016. We could not have been more pleased with their performance
and value to our organization.”
-Scott Gibson, Duke University School of Medicine
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inventionevaluator.com

vortechsgroup.com

Europe

USA

Oxford Centre for Innovation
New Road, Oxford OX1 1BY
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1865 261445

12000 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 222
North Miami, Florida 33181
Tel: +1 305-200-3450
5439 Red Bank Road
Galena, Ohio 43021
Tel: +1 614-899-6696
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